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StartingLineupFigures.net built to be the most extensive source of information in Kenner's starting lineup figure collections. We currently offer data on more than 3,000 baseball, basketball, football, hockey and other sports SLU figures. In addition to the details of each number and inventory,
we also include current estimates of collectors, and starting line-up price indicators are available for each inventory. As we continue to add our site, we offer still updated values, articles with rare starting lineups, and more details where you can purchase starting lineups to add to your
collection. Coming soon: All new members will only site launch in December! FREE EBooks, Checklists, Guides, Videos, Discounts, Private FB Group and the AFR Ultimate Action Figure Guide and database of over 40,000 action figures listed from 1964 to today! Register now for special
offers only for those who PRE-REGISTER to join! To register now Click here for Kenner's Starting Line-up numbers is actually the idea of a Cincinnati Bengals American Football team veteran by the name of Pat McInally.In 1986 Pat preparing to move to the West Coast after retiring when
he met with a newly appointed Kenner executive who was tasked with developing games for kids. As it happened, Pat had a regular syndicated newspaper column on Pat Answers for Kids, and so he asked his Kenner exec if he had any ideas. Are you looking for an action chart with price
guide and checklists? The AFR ultimate action figure guide is here! Later, while he was browsing the game aisles at a local store suddenly remembered, there on the game shelves were rows of games featuring all sorts of super-heroes, but there wasn't a single game based on the real
world heroes of the sport, and so came the idea of Kenner Starting Line-up Figures.So, armed with a pack of baseball cards and one of Kenner's current action numbers was ready to make him ready That Kenner Starting Line-up Figures.So, armed with a pack of baseball cards and one of
Kenner's current action figures, was ready to make him ready to make the suggestion. However, the reaction he got wasn't quite what he expected. After two hours of talking, Kenner's reaction was overwhelmingly positive. The only question that remained was how do they obtain the license
rights? Fortunately, for Kenner, Pat proved to be a key driver here, too, with his vast experience in the NFL and his ties to the sports arsenal within a week he had commitments in the hands of all 3 major U.S. sports leagues in sports numbers, and so the starting lineup brand was born.
Kenner launched the first set of NFL Starting Lineup numbers in 1988, much to the delight and anticipation of 1,000 football fans. All Kenner's starting line-up numbers came from a transparent plastic bubble that was glued to a rectangular piece of cardboard corners (commonly known as
blister packs). These cards are often referred to as J-cards in the J J Cut the card that was used to hang them on display in stores. The figures were sold to retailers in 16 cases and were appointed based on the year, sport and two-digit decimal number, e.g. 1988 Football Case .01, 1992
Football Case .004, etc. The Kenner Starting Line-up numbers came from one or more trading cards, and sometimes as a different souvenir than a mini-poster or pendant. In addition, the bubble (or blister) had a kind of leg that extended 2-3 cm out of the cardboard and could be used as a
stand moc (Like On Card) collectors. The Kenner Starting Line-up numbers, made of hard plastic, were 4-inches tall and painted to resemble a sports star, though the similarity is often questionable. There was also a limited number of poses per number, initially 10 for each sport, but in 1993
and then in 1995 Kenner introduced a number of new poses. They also have very limited articulation, the joints of the shoulders, neck and waist and base that resembled a part of the football field. Kenner color-coded all blisters so that it's easy to distinguish the distance between baseball
(blue), basketball (red), and football (green), and later when they started producing NHL numbers they were yellow cards. They were initially sold primarily to large retail stores, but Kenner noticed that they actually sell more to hobbyists than to sex shops. This is the period when hobbies
have really entered adolescence and sports numbers have become truly collectible with starting lineup numbers traded alongside commercial cards and other sports collections and memorabilia at comic-cons and conventions across the country. This realization also caused a change in
Kenner's marketing strategy, significantly reducing the variety of cuts made. They also began to introduce variations of some low-production series figures, thereby introducing the term chase into the hobby. By reducing the size of stocks, they tried to collect all the collectors, and over the
five years, between 1988 and 1993, the amount of sets fell from 137 to 27 in football. However, Kenner began to over produce the starting line-up numbers and undermined the market by killing the line off gradually over time until finally, much to the disappointment of many fans and
collectors Kenner decided to stop the line in 2000. Recently, however, there seems to have been a resurgent interest in fans and collectors with more activity and bidding occurring on eBay than there was a few years ago , especially with early-vintage football figures from the 1988 and
1989 series. This is probably due to the fact that these figures were produced in relatively small quantities in local markets, and recently the all- classifying obsession has helped stimulate the market by hobbies as a whole. Only a few products are considered successors to kenner's starting
lineup numbers, but perhaps the most popular is this McFarlane Sports Choice numbers (2001-present). Looking back now it's hard to see what the attraction was in these rather rude action figures that often have little resemblance to actual players, which is probably why the SLU trading
card is ;-). But at the time they were all we had and were FUN!.  Starting lineup numbers Make a Comeback in 2016 as Kenner Starting Lineup numbers began to make a surprising comeback in the spotlight when three professional sports teams gave away special edition starting lineup
numbers. 10, 2016, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers (NFL) released Jameis Winston. 25, 2016, the San Jose Sharks (NHL) released Joe Pavelski. Also, this turn of events came after Brian Killingsworth, the chief marketing officer of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, came across some of his old SLU
figures in his mothers loft.  It sparked memories of the fun he was not only collecting these figures, but playing with them, and to his surprise the kids loved them too! Always the looks of potential stadium promotions realized that they would be perfect, appealing to both today's kids and older
fans who remember the original Kenner numbers,As it turns out Hasbro let the mark lapse and so partner ship Match-Up, a Florida promotions company that has various stadium and arena giveaways that have gotten a deal with the trademark owner. A giveaway bizonyult nagy sikert aratott
a rajongók és több más csapat az NFL-ben, Az NBA és az NHL is készített SLU giveaways, és van még pletykák, hogy mivel a magas szintű érdeklődés a jelenlegi védjegy tulajdonosok fontolgatják, hogy a vonal vissza a kiskereskedelmi!2017-2018 Starting Lineup szám kiadások a
következők:01/11/2017 New York Islanders (NHL) John Tavares01/18/2017 Houston Houston Rockets Ralph Sampson01/29/2017 New Orleans Pelicans (NBA) Anthony Davis02/10/2017 Cleveland Monsters (AHL) Ryan Craig02/11/2017 Charlotte Hornets (NBA) Kemba Walker03/11/2017
Charlotte Hornets (NBA) Michael Kidd-Gilchrist04/22/22//2017 Tampa Bay Rays (MLB) Chris Archer05/20/2017 New York Mets (MLB) David Wright06/03/2017 Baltimore Orioles (MLB) Manny Machado06/18/2017 Oakland Athletics (MLB) Marcus Semien07/07/2017 Brooklyn Cyclones
(MiLB) Edgar do Alfonzo08/19/2017 Texas Rangers (MLB) Adrian Beltre08/26/2017 Washington Nationals (MLB) Bryce Harper09/09/2017 Chicago White Sox (MLB) Tim Raines.01/05/2018 Milwaukee Bucks (NBA) – Giannis AntetokounmpoForrások : BeckettWikipedia Pleas note that all
prices are for informational purposes only and not for solicitation or offer to buy the items researching these articles I use many different online and offline retailers and auctions to get an average value at the time of writing the article. As such, they will almost certainly be incorrect, as prices
and values are in constant flow and change. Please check the articles and videos on how to classify and evaluate your action data at an up-to-date price. How to classify the action figuresHow to value the action data share your love! Nov 02, 20 1:25 AMVintage Toy Biz Spider-Man Spider
Wars The new animated series released in 1996 was based on a prerequisite [Read more] Read More October 27, 20 11:25 PMKenner Batman numbers. In 1990 the Batman license was moved to Toy Biz Kenner, who appeared in two waves of Kenner's Batman: The Dark Knight tracks [
read more ] Read more October 21, 20 11:44 AMToybiz Spider-ManThe New animated series 7 is also known as the Collectors series and ... [Read more] Read more October 07, 20 12:45Th this review and guide takes a close look at the Toy Biz Iron Man Animated Series 4 wave action
figures, including accessories and values. [Read more] Read more October 03, 20 6:38 AMThis is an in-depth review and guide to Toy Biz Spider-man The new animated series action figure series 5 was released in 1995. There were 6 action figures Read more
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